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Abstract Component Based Software Engineering development is based on the approach to develop software systems by selecting appropriate off-the shelf components and then to assemble them with a well defined software architecture. Software Development firms are facing a major challenge of fast growing demand for quickly developed and cost-effective software and maintenance of large scale and complex software systems. These challenges are handled by Component Based Software Engineering. This paper presents the new automated requirement collection method to collect and refine the requirements so as to build the components which are reusable. The automated requirement gathering process will be designed, which will eliminate the duplicity of requirements and will minimize the time taken and cost for development.
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1. Introduction In the competitive world of Software development, the software systems must be build in very short time, so as to compete the other vendors in terms of time. In earlier times the Programmers reused ideas, abstractions, and processes, but the early approach to reuse was ad hoc. Modern software systems become more and more large-scale, complex and uneasily controlled, resulting in high development cost, low productivity, unmanageable software quality and high risk to move to new technology[8]. Today, complex, and high-quality computer-based systems must be built in very short time periods, for a business concern to grow rapidly in this race. Due to this a more organized approach must be used where the new methods and innovative ideas are introduced along with the much
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important concept of reusability, currently known as Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE). It is a process that emphasizes on the design and construction of computer-based systems using reusable software “components”. One can say that it is changing the way large software systems are developed. The major goals of CBSE are the provision of support for the development of systems as assemblies of components, the development of components as reusable entities, and the maintenance and upgrading of systems by customizing and replacing their components [5]. The major concept in Component Based Software Engineering is the component. Components are things that can be plugged into a system or one can say that, a software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit dependencies only. A software component can be installed (deployed) independently and is subject to composition by third party such as COTS. The requirement that a component should be independently deployed implies that a clear distinction from its environment and other module is made. A component or module does its communication with its surroundings only through its interfaces while its concrete implementation remains encapsulated and inaccessible from its environment and other modules , that is what makes a component a subject to direct third-party composition and deployment. Usually components are in a ready mode and it is not required to recompile an application when adding a new component to it. An individual software component is a Web service, a module, or software package that summarizes a set of related functions or data. With regards to system-wide organization, components or modules communicate with each other via interfaces. In the current run of competition, the software development companies even after the decades of experience in software development have to bear huge setbacks in the way of failures, in spite of the ever growing investments in the field. As a result of this software costs have become a major component of commercial expense. It is common for the software and computing budgets of a company to exceed 10% of the annual corporate expenditures. Despite the huge investments it is a fact that the software industry has the highest failure rate of any engineering field. The goals of component based software engineering are: •



It reduces the Development Time.



•



It improves the Productivity.



•



It improves maintainability, reliability and overall quality of software systems. [13] [14]



2. Existing system In October 2, 2012 – Bloom Reach which is the Big Data Marketing Applications company, announced the industry’s first algorithmic de-duplication technology, which is known as Bloom Reach Dynamic Duplication Reduction (DDR). As we know in a competitive world the duplicated content is one of the major problems on the web, which makes a difficulty for publishers to address for a variety of technical and marketing reasons. DDR is one of the techniques used to solve this huge problem of the publishers. If there is Duplicated content on medium and
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large websites then it is a common problem that attributes to lost revenue Bloom Reach addresses duplication algorithmically, which is scalable to the major websites. Bloom Reach DDR detects duplicate pages and massively reduces the duplicity on client’s websites without manual involvement. SEO professionals use rel-canonical tags to direct crawlers to the main version of a page, however for some web businesses, it is difficult to implement and maintain rel-canonicals. Bloom Reach Dynamic Duplication Reduction finds and addresses duplicate content without reel-canonicals and can provide SEO professionals with the data to implement those tags if desired. Bloom Reach repeatedly prunes out 96 percent or more of pages with replica content but diverse URLs, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and making sure that the most applicable pages get found.



2.1 Working principle of ddr tool The tool tremendously crawls the web pages and will constantly interpret all the content on a site. It will discover and act on duplicate pages without human’s involvement. When the tool finds duplicate content it will ensure all “Bloom Search generated links within widgets and thematic pages across the site only point to the main edition”. Bloom DDR also make sure that the main page is the one indexed, crawled and discovered while the duplicates are essentially hidden to crawlers, but still useful for web analytics.



3. Proposed system In this paper we are presenting a new tool called Remove Redundancy & Reusable (RRR). Purpose of this tool is that it does not allow the duplicated content to be enter and not only that even the programmer can reuse the previously built component. The concept of reusability of components to be deployed in Software development.



3.1 Working principle of automated tool Feed the required information according to the need of software, Insert data in the first and second software and save in component library. The details of all the requirement of the software are stored in requirement database. If the third software has four requirements in which two requirements are common as the previous software requirements and other two requirements are different, then for the third software there should be only effort for two modules to be done and rest two components it will pick from the previous software. If there presents same requirement in database, then a deny message will b generated and these requirements will not be stored in the database. Now all requirements of forth s/w will be copied in other component library (two which are re-used from previous component library and two which are newly stored in database). Working of Admin component is through which admin can add new requirements or delete the requirements which are faulty or creating problems.
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4.Implementation a. Establish a network
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ii). Login screen for clients



iii). For adding a component
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iv). If the client added a requirement which is already exist



v). If the requirement is reusable
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vi). To check the existing components



5. Conclusion Software components often take the form of objects collections of, in some binary or textual form, holding to some interface description language so that the component may exist separately from other components in a computer. When a component is to be accessed or shared across execution contexts or network links, techniques such as assembling is often employed to deliver the component to its destination. Reusability is an important characteristic of a high-quality software component. Programmers should design and implement software components in such a way that many different programs can reuse them and the automated requirement gathering process eliminates the duplicity of requirements. The more often a component is reused, the more likely errors are found and removed. So that it increases the productivity of software development.
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